Abstract: This study purposes the use of plug-in electric vehicles for demand side management (DSM) considering uncertainties in demand as well as uncertainties due to mobility of PEV to mitigate peak demand. The solution also seeks to reduce electric cost in addition to reducing the effects of greenhouse gases. In recent years DSM using distributed storage system such as battery energy management system (BESS) and plugged-in electric vehicles (PEV) have become very prevalent with most implementations resorting to deterministic load forecast. These methods do not consider the potential growth in demand making their solutions less robust. In this study we propose a real-time density demand forecast and stochastic optimization for robust operation of PEV for a building. This method accounts for demand uncertainties in addition to uncertainties in mobile energy storage as found in PEV, making the resulting solution robust as compared to the deterministic case. A case study on a real site in South Korea is used for verification and testing. The proposed study is verified and tested against existing algorithms. The result verifies the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Uncoordinated energy consumption due to growth in demand and high penetration of EVs degrades power quality and translates into high energy cost. Consequently, the onus lies with the grid operators to put in much effort toward reducing peak demand via various demand-side management (DSM) methods such peak shaving and energy arbitrage via financial incentives [1] . DSM sets up incentives to encourage users to consume less power during peak times or defer energy use during peak times to off-peak times to mitigate the peak demand, thereby lowering the electricity cost as well as carbon emission levels for a stable grid [2] [3] .
Building energy-management systems (BEMS) have been widely deployed for DSM using various techniques such as price and incentive-based DR programs [4] [5] . In recent years, most DSM techniques resort to battery energy storage systems (BESS) for their operations due to their benefits such as fast and high-power response and also their modularity which enables them to be employed for different applications and purposes as compared to traditional energy sources [6] [7] .
Various research approaches employed BESS to prevent peak demand from exceeding the predetermined value and suppress the voltage imbalance factor within the recommended value [8] - [10] . The research in [11] aims to reduce the electricity cost based on time-of-use (TOU) charges and peak power demand charges as issued by grid companies via load shifting and peak clipping respectively to reduce electricity bill for customers. These solutions help distress utility companies especially during high peak power demands times.
Most DSM solution resort to deterministic forecast approach which is an inadequate representation of real-life occurrences of demand [11] - [15] . Electric power demand recorded under practical applications is a time-series data with uncertainties. A single point out of the sample forecasts the future value of demand at a specific time based on historic data. On the other hand, the density forecast gives a forecast at a certain probability value, because, in reality, it is difficult to forecast the demand with certainty at a certain time in the future. Density forecast models are useful not only in forecasting the future behaviour, but also in determining optimal operation and control policies [16] [17] . The above solutions to DSM do not take into consideration the stochastic nature of demand. The work in [18] deals with real-time forecast and control of HVAC for cost minimization and users' thermal comfort but it is not focused on peak demand control using BESS. The research by [19] provide a real-time dynamic interval density forecast and stochastic optimisations to account for demand uncertainties. The solution is focused on the use of the algorithm in conjunction with stationary BESS for peak demand control.
In addition to its benefits, BESS can providing electrification for vehicles to reduce the amount of greenhouse gasses (GHG) produced by road transportation [20] . Plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) has the capability to charging their on board batteries and use the stored energy for transportation as well as provide ancillary service such as peak shaving for demand side management in a configuration known as vehicle-to-grid (V2G) [20] .
Aside these benefits, uncontrolled use of PEV in bulk has the likelihood of introducing uncertainties causing demand to peak. The total energy needed to support demand side management in a V2G setting hinges on the number of PEVs on the grid and their mobility, as such the contribution of each PEV should be fairly distributed.
V2G management control can be setup as a centralized and decentralized control. the centralized control has an aggregator at the helm of affairs with the responsibility of managing each participating PEV in the V2G service on how and when to charge or discharge of PEV in a coordinated fashion [21] , [22] . In the decentralized control each PEV is responsible for its own charge and discharging operation making it convenient and easier to implement practically given room for a localized grid [23] - [25] . One down side of a decentralized operation is a feature of randomness as a result of uncertainties in the arrival and departure time of PEVs' which introduces randomness in the available energy committed by PEVs' thereby causing randomness to the grid.
Several approaches for demand side management via PEV have been presented in the literature [26] - [30] . In most of these studies the required amount of peak shaving is not certain. As a result, a controlled V2G approach to foster condonation is eminent. Most research considering V2G follow the peak limit tightly by discharging PEVs when the demand exceeds the peak limit [27] , [29] , [30] .This method resorts to deterministic forecast which is susceptible to fail under uncertainty. since demand forecast and EV user's availability cannot be foretold with certainty, a solution that does not consider these conditions is not robust. Also, it's very important to consider the minimum SoC at departure to allow EV user enough energy for a trip back home. This condition is mostly ignored in most research [26] - [29] .
The works in [23] - [25] , [31] , [32] proposes a DSM solution considered uncertainties in demand; [31] and [32] account for system uncertainties in a worst-case scenario. These assumptions may be cost intensive on an operational level. In [33] the authors discusses a stochastic solution for BESS and PEV considering uncertainties in demand and mobility. The approach does not consider dynamic-interval forecast of demand and optimization to improve the accuracy of future forecasts and the optimization hinges on minimizing the squared error of the difference in demand and peak limit without considering energy arbitrage. This paper proposes a solution to DSM via an optimal BESS schedule that takes into consideration uncertainties in demand and mobility of PEV as a distributed energy storage. This papers' contribution hinges on real-time density forecast and stochastic peak control algorithm which takes into consideration model uncertainties to lower the electricity cost by mitigating the peak demand of a building. The approach employs dynamic-interval density forecast (DIDF) to forecast the demand distribution profile a day ahead, multiple times. Although the method and subsequent accuracy of the forecast greatly affect the performance of DSM, the specific method is beyond the scope of this study; the authors are preparing this topic for a separate work. In this paper, only the concept and format of DIDF are presented for application to the dynamic scheduling of a PEV. To this end, a dimension-reduction method, termed piecewise peak approximation (PPA), is employed to reduce the dimension of the demand probability distribution (DPD) obtained from DIDF for a faster computational time.
The solution is modelled to include electric vehicles in V2G mode considering the stochastic nature in the arrival and departure of PEV users. To obtain the available energy capacity that PEVs will contribute at every time instance in a day ahead density forecast, the arrival, departure and committed energy during plugin period is modelled as a random variable. The algorithm is modelled to ensure a coordinated and even discharging of available PEV considering each EVs mobility. Furthermore, the algorithm ensures a minimum SOC level is kept for emergency departures at any time. These are realised in conjunction with a day ahead density demand forecast, a given peak limit and characteristic of PEV. The achieved model is then formulated as an optimization problem for a robust schedule resulting in cost saving as well as peak demand reduction while satisfying the technical constraint of maximizing energy storage efficiency and life cycle. The proposed method is then applied to an actual environment in South Korea to verify the performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed approach to DSM via stochastic optimization. Section 3 discusses the problem formulation. Section 4 elaborates on a case study and experimental evaluation of the proposed approach using data from a real site in South Korea. Section 5 gives a discussion on the proposed approach as compared to a deterministic case Finally, Section 6 provides a summary of this paper with spotlights on the main concepts, results and conclusions.
Proposed Methodology
This paper proposes a DSM solution comprising four modules: A dynamic-interval density forecast module, a dimensionality reduction module, an EV mobility module and a stochastic optimization module.
Dynamic-Interval Density Forecast
As mentioned in the previous section, density forecast is generated a day in advance based on ex post data as a probability distribution at each time instance in a day horizon. This is to cater for the uncertainties in demand which is ignored in the case of an out of sample day-ahead forecast, as it forecast a single demand value for each time instance in a day horizon. Electric demand is a random variable that depends on many factors like weather, special events, and socioeconomic factors. Since electric demand exist in real-life with uncertainties a DMS solution that ignores the uncertainty factor will be susceptible to errors. In such a case BESS schedule is not robust and peak demand might not be resolved in a cases where forecasted demand deviates from observed demand [19] .
The density forecast provides a good description of the uncertainty associated with a forecast; it provides a demand forecast as a probability at each time instance in the day horizon, as seen in Figure 1a . We refer to this as a demand probability distribution (DPD) profile. The details of the forecast methods are out of the scope of this paper and this is to be considered in another work of the authors. As shown in Figure 1b , the confidence interval of the probability distribution is generally narrow at the initial forecast but becomes wider farther away from the initial forecast. This phenomenon calls for re-forecasting to restore confidence in the forecast. Dynamic-interval density forecast (DIDF) is performed multiple times in a day horizon in order to restore confidence in the forecast. The notion is to forecast at wider intervals during the demand off-peak period and narrow intervals during demand peak periods. DIDF helps track the forecasted distribution with high accuracy because the confidence interval of the forecast is improved in the next forecast interval. 
Dimensionality Reduction Module
Because of the stochastic nature of demand, many demand profile scenarios are possible. Given demand distribution samples at 15-min intervals in a day horizon, there are n = 96 sample points, where n is the number of demand distributions in a day horizon. The number of possible demand profile scenarios that can arise from this setup is even with a high-performance computer. In real-time applications, time is of the essence; therefore, using dense or high-dimensional data will affect the execution time.
We fall on Piecewise Peak Approximation as proposed by [19] to perform dimensionality reduction of the data with high fidelity, to reduce the dimension of the DPD.
According to [19] , given a probability distribution forecast of demand, referred to as DPD,
, where i d is the probability distribution forecasted at the i-th time instance, piecewise peak approximation (PPA) can be used to reduce the n dimension of DPD to m for a faster computational time. PPA is performed by dividing a day horizon into m partitions to following time-of-use (TOU) price periods, where different periods in a day horizon are assigned different energy use price tag. Since one objective of DSM is to reduce peak demand below a set peak limit, the peak propensity (probability to exceed the peak limit) for each distribution in the DPD is evaluated using (1). The reduction is achieved by approximating all distributions found in each of the m partitions with the distribution having the maximum peak propensity via (2).
where ( ) P  is the probability function, P l is the peak limit.
The PPA produces a reduced demand probability distribution (RDPD) represented as . k r corresponds to potential points where TOU pricing changes occur. Preserving these price-change points during dimensionality reduction makes it convenient to apply the right TOU price during optimization.
EV mobility
To participate in the DSM via ancillary services, a service agreement to register EV owners is required. To foster coordination and control EVs are deemed to communicate relevant data to grid operator in real-time. Vehicle information system (VIS) managed by the operator is responsible for real-time data collection of EVs information such as current position (GPS), EVs covering battery state of charge (SOC), and expected arrival time. This information is collected wirelessly at set time intervals. There exist mainly two V2G architectures: the direct architecture and centralised architecture. In the direct V2G architecture the communication and energy contract are private and exist between the EV owner and grid service provider (Distribution system operators: DSO) or energy management system (EMS). This type of architecture is prudent for a relatively small-scale EMS such building energy management system (BEMS) and factory energy management system (FEMS) where PEVs are parked for long durations in a day. This architecture scheduling is simple and faster making it convenient, flexible and optimized for profit among the stakeholders. On the flip side the centralised or aggregator-based architecture involves EV owners in service agreement with aggregators who are the providers of electricity services.
Base on the available information recorded from EV and EV owners, DSO determine the available number of PEVs as well as the total committed energy capacity for DSM a day ahead.
To better model the stochastic behaviours of EVs, a realistic daily travel scenario and charging patterns of EVs is monitored and recorded over a period of time. From this data a goodness-of-fit method is used to identify and model to correct probability distribution of arrival and departure time as well as the distribution of arrival and departure SoC, distribution of amount of energy committed and distribution for the duration of stay (parked duration). Research has shown that the distribution of this data follows the Gaussian distribution as shown in Figure 2a and 3a. Characteristically, on the average EVs arrive in the morning at work at about 7.30 AM and leave at 7.05 PM. As a requirement PEV are prevented from full discharge to allow EVs a minimum energy for a trip home.
Based on the real-time data obtained from EVs in conjunction to the ex post data a density forecast of arrival and departure time as shown in Figure 2a , arrival and departure SoC as shown in Figure 3a , committing energy as shown in Figure 3b and duration of stay is obtained at regular intervals. From this information the expected arrival and departure time, expected arrival and departure SoC, expected committing energy and expected duration of stay is evaluated for the stochastic optimization. 
Stochastic Optimization
The strength of stochastic programming lies in modelling optimization problems with uncertainty [34] . Whereas deterministic optimization problems are formulated with known parameters, practical problems almost invariably include parameters which are unknown at the time a decision should be made. When the parameters are uncertain but assumed to lie in some given set of possible values, one might seek a solution that is feasible for all possible parameter choices and optimizes a given objective function.
Stochastic optimization approaches the demand side management (DSM) problem by optimizing (minimizing) the total cost on average, min [ ( , )]
, where x is the decision variable and D is demand as a random variable. Stochastic optimization evaluates the best cost and controls the peak demand for a given objective under demand uncertainties.
Problem Formulation
The objective of the proposed approach is to provide demand side management considering uncertainties in demand and energy storage due to PEV. The algorithm performs a probability distribution forecast at set intervals using ex post data. The demand probability distribution (DPD) produced after the forecast is dimensionally reduced for faster computation via piecewise peak approximation (PPA). The reduce demand probability distribution (RDPD) is used as input to the stochastic optimization in conjunction with energy tariff and parameter constraints which seeks to provide a coordinated and robust BESS schedule for each PEV with a given objective while satisfying technical and efficiency constraints of PEV, as shown in Figure 4 . The objective function of the stochastic optimization is divided into two parts: 1. Energy Cost (TOU), which is computed at every time interval 2. Demand (Peak) Cost, which is evaluated at the end of every month 
Energy Cost
The energy cost represents the amount of energy used within a period multiplied by the TOU energy price. For 24-hour horizon, the charge and discharge energy schedule for each PEV is optimized. The design optimization algorithm provides BESS control schedule candidates at each iteration of the optimization process, In a distribution sense, the energy cost is the total expected demand multiplied by the TOU energy price, which can be evaluated using (3). 
Demand Cost
The demand cost is the maximum 15-min average power over a month multiplied by the demand price. This is evaluated using (5) . The demand cost and energy cost must be unified. Normally, the demand cost is evaluated monthly, whereas the energy cost is calculated at a unit time interval. Because of this difference in units, the demand cost needs to be evaluated correctly at unit time intervals such that the accumulated demand cost over a month is equal to the monthly demand cost, as expressed by (9) . The unified daily demand cost can be evaluated using (10) . , ,..., By KEPCO policy, the demand value used to evaluate demand cost is obtained using (8) ; thus, if the current recorded demand is greater than the Pl, the recorded demand value is used in calculating the cost. If the recorded demand is less than the Pl, the value of the Pl is used to compute the cost. This is evaluated to achieve peak demand control.
Optimization
The objective function of the stochastic optimization is formulated as the ensemble of energy cost and demand cost with contributions from PEV (13) . The design optimization algorithm provides BESS control schedule candidates at each iteration of the optimization process, ev x E . For each ev x E , the ensemble of energy cost and demand cost is evaluated; this is evaluated as the minimum of both parameters. This is repeated for each iteration of the BESS control sequences until the one with the least cost on average is found. The objective function for the stochastic optimization is formulated as (15) .
arg min ( , )
Constraints
The optimization is bounded by constraints to enforce a feasible solution. To conform to this a constraint is imposed to ensure the total discharged energy transferred to the grid by each PEV is less than or equal to the maximum available energy committed by each PEV. this is evaluated by (16) . T is the total time or duration to fully charge PEV at rated power., Another constraint limits the amount of discharged energy transferred to the grid, this is dictated by the on board charger and is evaluated by (21) .
where t  is the time interval between two schedules. For an hour interval t  =1.
An inequality constraint is imposed on the objective function such that the departing state of charge (SOC) of each PEV at the should be the same as that at the target SOC for extra trips after V2G service (23) . Furthermore, the SOC of the each PEV should be in the range of max SoC and min SoC , thus maximum and minimum SOC, respectively as expressed by (23) .
where
SoC is the SOC at instance k of the ith PEV; 
Case Study
This section discusses a case study on the proposed approach. The approach is implemented with recorded data and simulated for results. Data based on 2016 and 2017 from a real-site in South Korean is obtained and used as case study. The data is recorded at an interval of 15 min in a day horizon, following KEPCO's policy of recording peak demand in 15-min intervals. The 2016 data is used for the daily interval forecast for 2017. The 2017 forecast data is used for DSM, and the observed data is used for testing and result analysis.
This study considers parameters of existing EV models available on the market. Table 1 details the specifications of the EVs. This study considers a total 10 PEV under the direct V2G architecture as it is suitable and easy to implement in an industrial setting, from the algorithm the PEVs contribute their capacity together to resolve peak demand. with this scheme PEV are charged and discharged via an onboard charger capable of bidirectional power transfer.
By convenience, a density forecast of 250 elements per each distribution is used. Dynamic-interval density forecast (DIDF) is performed following TOU partitions in a day horizon to obtain demand probability distribution (DPD). DPD of n dimensional space is reduced to m dimensional space which is referred to as a reduced demand probability distribution (RDPD) via PPA for stochastic optimization. During the peak periods, the forecast is performed after every 15-min interval, whereas at off-peak periods, the forecast is made in the order of an hour interval, followed by 2 hours interval, 3 hours interval, etc., depending on the size of the off-peak period. Stochastic optimization is performed using RDPD as input. Particle-swarm optimization (PSO) [35] with a swarm size of 1000, inertia of 0.6, and desired accuracy of is used to implement the stochastic optimization procedure using the parameters in Table 2 at intervals following DIDF. EV and TOU pricing is based on tariff data from KEPCO [36] . Based on the tariff data, energy usage at different periods in a day horizon attract different charges. The changes are different depending on the time of day, the day of the week and season. Periods marked red are the peak periods which attract the highest charge per energy usage, periods marked yellow are mid-peak periods attracting a medium charge and periods marked green are off-peak periods having the lowest charge per energy use. Off-peak periods are mostly in the morning whereas peak and mid-peak periods spun the duration of late morning to evening as illustrated in Figure 5 . Table 2 and Table 3 shows the parameters used for the case study. The simulation was realized in MATLAB 2016 on an Intel i5 processor with 16 GB of RAM. On average, it takes 5 minutes to complete a single run of the stochastic optimization. Number of distributions in a day n 96
Number of samples in a distribution a 250 Figure 5 shows the results of 10 PEVs participating in the V2G service for the day that recorded the highest peak in 2017. The PEVs commit a total capacity of 410kWh, in addition to this ex post and live data is recorded to model uncertainties. The periods before arrival of EVs and after departure of EVs exhibit no activity. During working hours, the first EV turns up at 6:00 AM and the last EV depart at 8:05 PM. As the other EVs arrive, PEVs are charged and discharge to reduce peak demand over the period where they are available. From this setup, the PEVs are able to reduce the peak from 1518 kW to 1206kW representing a 21% reduction in peak demand and a yearly cost reduction of ₩ 8,729,423 by reducing electric cost from ₩20,69,90,917 to ₩19,82,61,495. It can be observed via the SOC plot that the BESS of the PEV discharges heavily during the critical TOU periods (peak times), indicated by the red and yellow bands to reduce peak as much as possible and also to reduce cost since the TOU charge is high during this period. To facilitate this PEVs are charged to full capacity during the off-peak period prior to discharge. It can also be observed that PEV charge close to their departure time to satisfy the final SOC constraint to allow a trip back home. 
Discussion
In this section the proposed demand side management algorithm using PEV is verified against a deterministic optimization (DO) method as used in most research. The deterministic approach forecasts a day ahead demand as a single out of sample forecast which is used as input to the optimization algorithm to provide a BESS schedule for the next day, as shown in Figure 5a . Figure 5b shows the forecasted demand and the effect of the subsequent PEV energy schedule that was generated from the optimization algorithm. As shown in the figure, it can be observed that the reduced peak demand follows the peak limit strictly. The peak is reduced from 1518 kW to 1370 kW, representing a 9.8% reduction, but this does not give room for forecast errors.
From Figure 6a it can be observed that when the PEV schedule obtained from the deterministic forecast is applied to the observed demand on a target day the schedule fails to reduce the peak demand due to forecast error. This causes an increase in the peak from 1563 kW to 1581 kW, representing a 1.1% increase in peak demand. Figure 6b shows the results when the proposed real-time demand side management solution is applied to the observed demand. It can be observed that the real time algorithms performs better, since the dynamic interval density forecast reforecast the demand at set intervals to correct the deviation in the forecast. This approach is able to reduce the peak demand from 1563 kW to 1267 1236 kW representing a 19% reduction.
(a) (b) Figure 6 . (a) BESS schedule on observed demand using DO (b) BESS schedule on observed demand using proposed approach.
Conclusions
This study presents a DSM algorithm that incorporates the use of PEV by resorting to a dynamic interval density forecast with a piecewise peak approximation for stochastic optimization.
A case study has been performed to verify the viability of DSM via the proposed approach using demand data from a real industrial site in South Korea. The results show that the proposed approach is effective for optimal scheduling of PEV to mitigate peak and reduce cost. Unlike the deterministic case, where the forecast is performed once in a day horizon, the proposed solution performs the forecast at set intervals in a day horizon to restore confidence in the forecast should it deviate. While incorporating PEV, the solution factors in both uncertainties in demand and mobility of EV for a robust energy schedule via dynamic interval density forecast and stochastic optimization. The proposed demand side management algorithm is compared with a deterministic algorithm; while the deterministic case achieves 9.8%, the proposed method achieves 21% in peak reduction and its more robust. 
